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they leave school, instead of being squeezed into a uniform
in their last year at school in order to form processions and
arches of staves.
The ambition of every school troop must be to have as
many King's Scouts and First Class Scouts as possible.
A mere boy in uniform is no Scout, and he should not be
allowed to wear uniform till he has passed his tests and
been sworn in. Stockings should only be worn when the
wearer knows how to darn them. The shoe-lace knot is a
form of reef-knot and must always be tied as such. What-
ever uniform is worn should be clean and tidy—not neces-
sarily new or expensive. There are badges to be won for
every kind of useful and interesting activity, and ever}'
Scout must be encouraged to work for badges. In a
country where tempers are quick, and dirt, disease and
sudden death abound, the Ambulance and Health Man
badges should be earned by ever}' Scout as a matter of
course. This ma}T mean hiking to the nearest doctor to
learn but it is well worth while. A few good Scouts are
worth many indifferent ones, and to teach eyewash to
growing boys is an unforgivable sin.
Do not allow boys to join who have not been vaccinated
and re-vaccinated properly. Make this a condition of
joining and enter their vaccination dates in your troop
register. See also that your boys' families are properly
vaccinated and re-vaccinated as otherwise your Scouts
cannot help in social work for fear of taking germs home
with them and infecting their sisters and brothers.
You cannot wear ear-rings and other trinkets in Scout
uniform as they are a breach of the ninth Scout law. Teach
your troop about savings banks, thrift and co-operative
societies of all sorts.
Have a triple objective for your troop and its patrols :

